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BABYLONIA and ASSYRIA
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THE RESIDENCE OF AN ASSYRIAN KING THAT GAVE US CHURCH STEEPLES
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Sar~on

I

II, king of Assyria, built this palace on a great elevated platform covering 25 acres, with inclined roads on which he
could drive up his chariot from the streets of the city below. Numerous courts furnished light to the surrounding rooms
and halls. Such temple towers as that behind the largest court developed into the spires we see on churches to-day.

of the groups of people that we now know. : The
petty states were constantly warring with one
another. They also had an outside enemy to
meet in the wandering Semitic tribes of the
Arabian desert to the west. Finally one of these
Semitic chieftains from the desert, -n8Jmed
Sa,rgori, proved too strong for the Sumerians, and
ntade him self master of the whole plain.
The First Great Leader in History
Sargon (about 2750 B.o.) was the first great

leader in history and the first to build up a great
nation. His kingdom soon reached from the
Persian Gulf to the Mediterranean Sea, and
gradually his nomadic followers dropped their
unsettled life and took up fixed abodes in the
plains. They adopted the civilization of their
former enemies, gaining new arts of peace and
of war. They learned to make helmets ofleather and copper, which are the earliest known
examples of the use of metal for protection in
war. From this humble beginning was evolved
the armour of the medireval knights, and our
steel-clad battleships.
As the kings who followed Sargon slowly
weakened, a new desert tribe of Semites invaded
the land, and in turn established the kingdom of
Babylonia, so named from its capital Babylon,
which now arose to supremacy. Under ~he
great ruler Hammurabi, about 2100 B.o., this
new kingdom r eached its height. Agriculture
was extensively practised, commerce flourished,
and law and government were highly developed.

The cities which composed Hammurabi's kingdom have long been mere deserted mounds of
earth and crumbled brick. But amid these
ruins scholars have recently found over 50 baked
clay tablets containing letters written by this
king, and also a shaft of stone containing the
priceless record of his laws. These writings
enable us to bridge the gap of more than 4,000
years which separates us from Hammurabi's
time and to reconstruct in part the daily life of
his people.
Laws Chiselled on Shafts of Stone

Hammurabi's letters contain orders directed to
officials in different parts of the kingdom. He
orders the river Euphrates to be cleared of its obstacles to river commerce. Taxes must be collected and defaulters punished. Unjust judges
and corrupt officials are brought to justice. The
spring sheep-shearing is ordered to be celebrated
as a great feast. Other letters deal with the
t emples and religion, the r egulation of the
calendar, and similar matters.
The laws of Hammurabi, chiselled in wedgeshaped characters on their shaft of stone, are
the earliest code of law for any people which has
come down to us. They are thus a pricel~ss aid
to making clear the earliest life of civilized man,
long b 3fore the days of ancient Greece and Rome.
In them we find a highly developed political
and social system. There were three classes in
the community a ruling class of nobles and
officials, a middle class, and slaves. Much
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